
The Best Dry Dust Mop Of 2020 
Buying Guide and Review 
 
The mop has a long and storied history dating as far back as the late 15th century, although 
they didn't begin to come into prominence in the average home until the last 100 years. They 
allow people to clean their floors more effectively than sweeping alone and have grown in 
popularity to become a staple of good housekeeping. 
 
The dry dust mop is traditionally made of yarn, although nowadays many are made of microfiber 
cloth, and is used to pick up loose dry debris such as dirt and dust. In many situations, a dry 
mop can directly replace a broom, and in some instances, is an even better option. Dry mops 
can trap dirt and sand directly within its fibers, making for easier and deeper cleaning than 
sweeping. 
 
Mop heads are typically flat and removable, making them easy to clean. You generally only 
need to shake off or vacuum the mop head after usage, although you can wash them when 
soiled. Be sure to follow the manufacturer's washing instructions to prevent damage, and allow 
the cloth to thoroughly dry before reusing. 
 

What Do I Look For In A Dry Dust Mop? 
 
Now that you have a solid understanding of what dry dust mops are and why they're a great 
addition to your home cleaning arsenal, you're probably ready to buy one of your own. 
Remember that there are several factors to keep in mind when choosing the perfect dry dust 
mop for your home.  
 
Frame Design 
 
When choosing a frame, you want to select an option that works best for your home. While 
frames can be as wide as 72 inches, something that large may be more of a hassle than helpful. 
While there are specialized stylings such as a V-frame, these are generally more useful in 
commercial applications than daily cleaning. In general, a traditional or slightly modified design 
works best for most homes. 
 
Handle Design  
 
You're looking for a quality design created with durable materials that are built to last. You want 
to opt for a handle made from metal, like steel, rather than a cheap plastic alternative. You also 
want a long adjustable handle, whether telescopic or through extensions, to help you reach high 



ceilings and other hard-to-reach places. While options such as ergonomic grips are nice, these 
are generally not needed for most home cleaning projects. 
 
Mop Head Design 
 
When choosing a mop head, there are a few things to keep in mind. They come in various 
styles and materials, each with their own advantages and drawbacks depending on the 
environment they're used in and the cleaning task at hand. While closed-loop options are 
generally preferred, a well designed cut-end mop head offers solid cleaning capability and 
versatility. 
 

What Is The Best Dry Dust Mop For Me? 
 
Are you in the market for one of the finest and most effective dry dust mops to ever hit the 
market? Tired of cheap store-branded alternatives that break apart and wear down after minimal 
use? Consider the premium Dry Dust Mop by the Fuller Brush company, which is one of the 
finest models available on the market today.  
 
With 20% more yarn than before, the 4-ply yarn made from 100% cotton offers improved 
cleaning performance and is built to last. The mop head features dual functionality and is able to 
be removed and used as a hand duster for spot dusting and reaching those tight areas. It is 
simple to hand wash and can be used with Fuller Brush duster spray for enhanced dusting 
ability.  
 
The frame and handle are made of durable, high-quality steel, designed to handle tough tasks 
and built for years to come. The frame features a unique angled edge, allowing it to clean 
corners with ease. The telescopic threaded steel handle can be adjusted in length to extend up 
to 52 inches in length, allowing you to reach ceilings and other hard-to-reach spaces. 
 

Why Fuller Products Are For You 
 
For over 110 years, the Fuller Brush company has been developing and providing the finest 
cleaning products for your home. Coming from the days of Alfred Fuller wiring brush machines 
by hand, the Fuller Brush company looks to carry on his legacy of innovation and quality in the 
modern era.  
 
Once the leading name in door-to-door sales, the Fuller Brush company seeks to be the premier 
home cleaning and personal care products company with direct-to-door convenience. Browse 
their online catalog, or you can request one of their gorgeous and timeless printed catalogs for 
you to browse at your leisure. 
 


